
製品説明：

Smooth cutting diamond gang saw segment is mainly used to cut marble, limestone and
other relatively soft stones, and can also process medium-hard granite stones.

Uniform size is very important. Diamond segment for gang saw.In actual cutting, let the row
saw cut to reduce vibration, reduce the wear degree of cutter head and improve the running
speed.

特徴：

1.The blade has good sharpness and high efficiency at the process of cutting,meanwhile,it
has a long lifespan

2.You can get the effect of fast cutting and reduce the error rate of cutting.

3. Gang saw diamond segment 均一なサイズのギャングソーの基質で溶接されているため、切断速度を改善するのに役立ちます。

製品仕様書：

The Following Are Normal Specifications Smooth Cutting Diamond Gang Saw Segment:

Segment Size
Production Method 応用 マシーン

LxWxうーん）

20x2.8/2.4x8.5 Sintered Stone Block Frame Gang Saw Machine

上記の仕様は参照のみであり、他の仕様は顧客の要求に応じて利用できる場合があります。

Product show

Smooth Cutting Diamond Gang Saw Segment For Stone



応用：

Smooth cutting diamond gang saw segment,diamond gang segment for marble,wet for
frame gang saw machine.

Good price gang saw segment is mainly used for marble, artificial marble, limestone,
sandstone and so on. Cutting diamond segment has excellent cutting performance.

At the beginning of using the row saw, it is necessary to enter downward at a low speed to



make the row saw and stone adapt to each other. Once part of the blade bites into the
material, gradually increase the downward feed speed until it reaches the normal working
speed.

Using the row saw requires careful planning. Gang saw segment for marble block
processing.For the service life of your saw blade, try to avoid frequent installation and
disassembly of the row saw



よくある質問

1. How can we be your agent in our country?

Please inform us your detailed company, we will discuss and propose helpful suggestion for
you, and to find the best solution for you.

2. Do you offer free samples?

Normally we do not offer free samples, but we guaranty our product's quality.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some
of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge!



お問い合わせ：

 No.605 Huahui Center、Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

Tel： （+86）595-86990206 / ファックス：（+86）595-86990220

モバイル / WhatsApp / WECHAT：（+ 86） 18650679939

Eメール： boreway@boreway.com

 Lyon Chang


